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Abstract 

An expression for the resonance-controller time constant 
is given in terms of the allowed tuner error and rate of 
frequency sweep. A cavity tuner-control with this time- 
constant guarantees the resonance program is tracked to 
the desired accuracy. Expressions are given for the permis- 
sible tuner frequency error, in terms of the react,ive to resis- 
tive power ratio, for an accelerating cavity operating with 
or without fast, feedback. An expression is given for the res- 
onance frequency sweep rate for arbitrary drive frequency 
program and relative bean-loading. The results are al>- 
plied LO the TRIUMF-IMON [I] Accumulator and Boo&l 
rings. The constraint imposed on the time constant by ac- 
cumulation in the former is not severe; a passband of a 
few hundred hertz is sufficient. However, it is found that 
in the absence of fast. feedback the Booster tuner control 
must have a passband that extends to 30 kHz. This paper 
is an abridged version of an unpublished design note [2]. 

I. CONTROLLER TIME CONSTANT 

We suppose that the cavity resonance frequency is to fot- 
low a predct,ermined program (given by equation 2 below) 
to within some accuracy Awe. In the general case of an 
arbitrary frequency tuning rate &o(l), and varying allowed 
tuning error Awe(t), the controller time constant required 
to track the frequency program is: 

The bandwidth of the tuner cont,rol is the inverse of AT. 
The value of Awe(t) depends OII how much reactive power 
can be delivered, DS shown below. 

II. RESONANCE PROGRAM 

Let wg = resonance frequency, and J = drive frequency. 
Let It, = beam current component at the radio frequency, 
and d6 the rf phase of the bunch centre. Let 10 = V/R be 
the gap voltage divided by cavity shunt resistance, and Q 
= cavity quality factor. The resonance frequency program 
we(t) is given by: 

w 
2 0 -w2 It, 

___ = - cos ~$6 3 tan QO 
LU’WO/Q IO 

(2) 

IIerc QO is the tuning angle, and t.an ?I’0 is the beam loading 
ratio. For brevity, this ratio wilt be denoted p. 
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Since II can be large compared wit11 tan 90 t.an @bl t.hr:rc, 
can be a significant increase in the allow4 tuning error. 

III. IZLLOWED TUNING ERROR 

From (2) we may find the relation between increnlental 
changes A*, and AWO : 

1 Au,, 
Now from (2) provided p < 2Q 

WI-J R5 w [l+&+;(gj)‘] 

Iience 
Awe set’ $0 
~ zz -AQ(j 

wo 2Q 

Expressions for set’ 9oAq0, consistent with accurat.e geli- 
eration of the accelerating voltage across the cavity gap, 
are given in reference [2]. W e suppose that the cavit.y phase 
and amplitude controls have bandwidth much greater t.hnn 
the cavity tuner and its power supply, so that the gener- 
ator current exactly compensates the tuning error A*,. 
Then, as shown in the appendix, 

set’ \IroA@o GZ (-) tan Ad,[l + (It,/Io) sin &] 

Here A$, is the phase difference between t,he gencrat.01 
current and the gap voltage. TanAdg happens to be the 
ratio of reactive power to resistive power delivered to t.he 
cavity. The maximum permissible tuning error occurs when 
maximum allowable reactive power is delivered by the am- 
plifiers and power tube. Thus 

set’ qojA\Jtoi = (1 + tan QO tan 4b) 
[ 

reactive power 1 resistive power Illil~ (5) 
Combining relations (4) and (5) g ives the permissible tuli- 
ing error : 

AdO 
- x 

(1 + tan \.lr, tan db) reactive power (6) wo 2Q [ 1 resistive power ,ilil~ 

This is for the case of an rf-cavity in isolation, as treated 
in the Appendix. If fast feedback [3] around the amplifiel 
is used, then the expression is modified according to the> 
loop gain H = AOR. 

9 ~ (1 + H + tan $0 tan I$*) reactive 

WO 2Q [,i,,,l maw CT) 
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This happens, not because feedback alters the time con- 
stant of the tuner control, but because feedback makes the 
gap voltage insensitive to the exact tuning angle. 

So far we have assumed that no error is allowed in the 
cavity voltage. In fact there is only a small gain in the 
allowed tuner error unless large voltage errors can be tol- 
erated. If the reactive-to-resistive power ratio is unity, and 
the gap voltage has errors A& and AL’, then 

set’ XPoASo/tan A4, z 

1 + 2 [sindb + (Adv + AV/V~)(cosq4t, - sin4b)] (8) 

IV. RESONANCE FREQUENCY SWEEP RATE 

Solve relation (2) for wg in terms of w( t) and p(t). For the 
case p << Q we find the approximation wg z 
w[ 1 + p/2Q]. Take the time derivative, and neglect terms 
/i/Q as insignificant, to give: 

&, . 
w 

z w+yQp = WCC dt [““+J-& . (9) 

W ,cc = drive frequency if /? E unity; and /3 is the particle- 
beam speed divided by the speed of light. 

Now from (2) iz = [: - tan f$bJb - 21 (10) 

F:quat#ions (l), (B), (7), (9) and (10) are sufhcient to deter- 
mine the time constant AT. 

V. KAON BOOSTER 

The Booster is a fast-cycling synchrotron with biased si- 
nusoidal magnet excitation. The injection and extraction 
energies are 0.5 GeV and 3 GeV, respectively. Detailed nu- 
merical evaluations would be needed to find the minimum 
value ATmill during the acceleration cycle. We will be con- 
tent with a good estimate, and guess that the AT,;” occurs 
near mid-cycle. The magnet cycling angular frequency is R: 
assuming single frequency excitation; and the time range is 
0 < Rt 5 7~. We assume all quantities vary in a sinusoidal 
manner, t,liat is: 

‘qt) = t + (l-co&t)@ - @/2 
Ib(t>) = Ib + (l- cosflt)(L -y/2, and likewise IO(t). 

db(t) = (I-cos2flt)$b , so $b = zero at mid-ramp. 

We shall denote the value of z at, mid-ramp by Z, an 
average value by (z), and the change from start, to finish 
of ramping by Ax. Substituting the above time variations 
into equation (9) gives: 

i& x w, - i,t(AP+ --- I> 

For the KAON Booster ring, the change in relativistic p 
is substantial: Ap - 0.23; whereas (tanqo/Q) < 0.006 so 
we may drop the second term leaving & RZ w,Apfi,f2. 
Finally, we may estimate the control time-constant. to be 
AT= 

9 ~ (1 + H $ tan GO tan $6) & 

;0 &Q 

Substitute values appropriate to the Booster: (,0) = 0.854, - 
Ap = 0.234, H = 65, 0 = 4000, tanQ0 = 16, tan& = 

l/d% and s1 = 2~ x 50 Hz. Arguably the power ratio can 
rise, for short periods, as high as unity. In t,his case the 
time constant is AT = 0.2 milli-second, which means the 
controller must pass frequencies up to 5 kHz with only -3 
dB attenuation. 

If the cavity were not equipped with fast feedback 
around the amplifier, then H = 0 and the time constant 
is significantly smaller : AT = 30 micro-second which is 
equivalent to a 30 kHz passband. 

Of course, if less reactive power is allowed than the unity 
ratio assumed here, then the controller time constant must 
diminish proportionately. 

VI. KAON ACCUMULATOR 

The Accumulator is a storage ring. Current is accepted 
from a cyclotron by charge-exchange multi-turn injection 
for 2 x lo4 turns, and transfer is bucket-to-bucket so that 
the beam never debunches. The synchronous phase a.ngle is 
zero so that tan 46 = 0. Consequently, there is no change in 
drive frequency (& = 0) and the resonance frequency pro- 
gram derives entirely from beam-loading. Borrowing from 
equations (9) and (10) the tuning rate becomes 

L&J x wp = 
2Q 

w#g-$j. (11) 

The gap voltage is constant in time and so io = 0. In this 
case, dividing equation (4) by (11) gives : 

Awe sec2 Q. 
- = oA’@~. 

b0 

In the Accumulator the beam current follows a linear ranlp 
Ib(t) = ib + Alb(t/T,.), where Tr is the durat,ion of hesm 
filling. Substituting from equation (9), the controller time 
constant becomes 

AT = Io( 1 + H) 
m,n 

Ah. 

reactive power x T 

resistive power 1 r ’ 

For the Accumulator, values are : IO = 0.34 A, AIb = 2.5 A, 
H = 20 and T, = 20 ms ; giving ATmi” = 58 ms for unity 
power ratio. If there is no fast, feedback (H = 0) the time 
constant becomes 2.7 ms, implying a -3 dB frequency of 
370 Hz. This is the minimum recommended value, since 
one must also consider the need to periodically reset the 
tuner to the zero beam-load frequency. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

The constraints on tuner-control imposed by A ring accu- 
mulation are likely much less severe than those deriving 
from beam-injection transient compensation and periodic 
tuner resetting. 

The B ring tuner-control is likely dominated by the sub- 
stantial change in radio frequency (46-61 MHz), and is 
probably not feasible without ‘fast feedback’ around the 
amplifier. 

APPENDIX: EFFECT OF TUNER ERROR FOR CAVITY 

The conventions used for the phasor diagram follow Peder- 
sen [4]. The cavity-gap voltage (V) lies along the real axis 
of the complex plane, as does the generator current (Ig), 
and the beam image-current vector is given by: 

Ibe-j(4b+r/2) = (-)Ib[sin 4b + j cos f$b]. 

All quantities are assumed sinusoidally varying according 
to ejwc2 with wc the drive frequency. 

A. Steady-State Conditions 

The cavity is detuned by an amount tan @o = 
2Q(wo - w,)/wc. We use the linearized approximation for 
the cavity impedance: R cos *oeJvO. The total desired 
voltage is: 

L/7- = I& = 
R 

1 -jtan\Irc I 
Ibe-j(Cb+7m + Igec?, . (Al) 1 

Hence we find the steady-state values I, and 1.Te in terms 
of Ib and $b by taking the real part,s 

1, cos dg = 10 $ It sin 4b (A21 

and taking the imaginary parts 

10 tan 90 = Ib cos 4b - 1, sin $bg . (A3) 

To minimize the generator current (L) we put 4s z 0 

B. Small Perturbation 

Suppose the tuning angle changes by a small amount 
A\ke. To compensate the change (AV+eJ*@v) in the to- 
tal voltage, the I, vector has to change in magnitude and 

phase to 1; = (Is + AI,)ej*“g as shown in the phasor di- 
agram. The beam current vector does not move. Let us 
assume the generator compensation is perfect so that old 
and new voltages are identical. Hence: 

R cos @oej”O [Ibe ---j(mbtxl2) + Ig,kb] = 

Rcos(~o+A~‘o)e3~“0+n”o~[I~e-‘~“b+”’2~+(I~+~I~),~~m~+A~~~]. 

Set $s = 0 and solve for A$, to give tan A+, = Y/X witli 

Y = [I - tan 80 tan A?lrc]Ib cos ‘$b 

-[Ib COS 4b + (Ig - Ib Sin &) tarI AXL’c] 

X = [l - tan \Ir, tan A\T’e]It, Sitl &b 

-+-[(I, - Ib sin 4b) - Ib cos 4b tan A*,] . 

Use the steady state conditions to elirninatc I, and 
Ib cos 46, to give : 

tanAdg = 
tan(*c) - tan(qc + A@e) 

1 -t (Ib/IO) sin 46 

Expand tan(Qc + A@) x tan Qc +sec2 ?IreAQc as a Taylor 
series. To first order in Aqo, we find 

(-) se2 ?I~IJ 

tan A4g = 1 + (Ib/IO) sin t$b 
AQc (‘44) 

Note that because sec2 Qc can be very large (maybe 104), 
tan Ads can be large even though the tuner error is small 
IAQel << 1. Consequently, it is correct to retain t,he t,nngent 
term rather than replace with the first order tern1 A4jg. 

C. Significance of TanAdg 

Since we have insisted there is no error in the gap-voltage 
magnitude or phase, 
IV(I, + A1g)sinA4s is the reactive power, 
;V(ly + A&) 

and 
c0sA4~ is the resistive power. 

Hence the ratio of reactive to resistive power is simply 
tan A4,. The sign of tan A$, indicates that when A%‘0 > 
0 the generator current lags behind the gap voltage, and 
when AQa < 0 it leads. 
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